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State
 If a valid certificate can not be 

provided and sales tax is required to 
be collected, what is the tax basis?

Notes

AK N/A There is no state level general sales tax
AL Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as almost any documentation will suffice.
AR Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as almost any documentation will suffice.
AZ Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as almost any documentation will suffice.

CA

If the price to the consumer is know the 
tax should be based on that retail price. If 
the price to the consumer is not known, 
then the tax basis is the wholesale price 

plus10%.

Example: If the drop shipper knows the California consumer purchased the 
merchandise for $250, tax should be based on that amount. However, if a drop 

shipper charges the retailer $200 and does not know the selling price to the 
California consumer, the dropshipper should report and pay tax on a retail selling 

price of $220 ($200 +10% markup of $20 = $220).
CO Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as almost any documentation will suffice.

CT Known selling price to Consumer, 
otherwise wholesale price 

Connecticut is different than most states in that if a certificate is not not collected 
from the retailer than the supplier should actually collect the tax from the consumer. 

Since most suppliers don't have relationships with the consumer and there is not 
an easy way to collect the tax, many suppliers require their retailers be registered 
in CT as a condition of making deliveries into CT. Others collect the tax from the 

retailer, in spite of the requirement to collect from the consumer.

DC Wholesale Price
If a valid certificate is not furnished or obtained prior to the time the sale is 

consummated, the tax shall apply to the gross receipts there from the sale as if the 
sale were made at retail.

DE N/A There is no state level general sales tax

FL Selling price to Consumer if known, 
otherwise wholesale price 

Florida is Like Connecticut and is different than most states in that if a certificate is 
not not collected from the retailer than the supplier should actually collect the tax 

from the consumer. Since most suppliers don't have relationships with the 
consumer and there is not an easy way to collect the tax, many suppliers require 

their retailers be registered in FL as a condition of making deliveries into FL. Others 
collect the tax from the retailer, in spite of the requirement to collect from the 

consumer.
GA Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
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HI Wholesale price but at retail GET tax rate

In Hawaii a supplier will almost always have to pay the General Excise Tax (GET) 
on its sales. The retail rate is 4-4,5% depending on the island and the wholesale 
rate is .5%. If a retailer provides a valid  resale certificate than the supplier owes 

the tax based upon a wholesale rate of .5% on the wholesale price. If a valid 
certificate is not provided then the supplier would pay tax at the retail rate based on 

the wholesale price.  It is not a statutory requirement to collect the GET from 
customers. The tax is due on  the seller. Whether the seller passes the tax forward 
to their customer is a matter of private contractual agreement. No documentation is 
required from the customer. However the seller is still liable for the tax at the retail 

rate if the tax is not passed on.
IA Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as almost any documentation will suffice.
ID Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
IL Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
IN Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
KS Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
KY Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
LA Wholesale Price The tax is collected based on the wholesale price and is collected from the retailer.

MA Retail price to consumer

There appears to be conflicting information amongst research providers as to 
whether the tax should be collected from the retailer or the consumer. However, in 

MA DOE Directive 86-21 We see that the tax is based on the retail price to the 
consumer but is collected from the unregistered retailer.

MD Wholesale Price
The supplier may require the retailer to get registered so a valid resale certificate 
may be provided or in the alternative collect the tax from the retailer based upon 

the wholesale price paid. 
ME Wholesale Price The tax is collected based on the wholesale price and is collected from the retailer.
MI Wholesale Price The tax is collected based on the wholesale price and is collected from the retailer.

MN Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as almost any documentation will suffice.
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MO Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
MS Wholesale Price The tax is collected based on the wholesale price and is collected from the retailer.
MT N/A There is no state level general sales tax
NC Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
ND Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
NE Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
NH N/A There is no state level general sales tax
NJ Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
NM Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
NV Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
NY Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
OH Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
OK Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
OR N/A There is no state level general sales tax
PA Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
RI Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
SC Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
SD Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
TN Wholesale Price The tax is collected based on the wholesale price and is collected from the retailer.
TX Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
UT Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
VA Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
VT Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
WA Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
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WI Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
WV Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.
WY Wholesale Price This generally will not be an issue as documentation is easy to provide.


